Real World Testing
Develop and execute test cases
and generate real user feedback

Real World Testing from Topcoder makes it easy to keep up with business demands for functional
testing of web, mobile, and desktop applications. Topcoder is home to the world’s largest network
of testers and engineers, so you have on-demand access to virtually unlimited QA capacity—and
unprecedented flexibility in testing environment, localization, and language support.
With Topcoder you can rapidly complete test cycles after development sprints or at any stage of
a project, and you pay per cycle. Test cycles begin in less than 24 hours, and results are delivered
in five or fewer business days.

Structured
Test Cycles
Structured Test Cycles leverage
up to 100 test cases or scripts to
functionally test an application,
and each test is executed by at least
three different testers to ensure
issues aren’t missed. You receive
a comprehensive list of issues
identified as well as a test execution
summary report that links issues to
the test cases that identified them.

Test Cases
and Scripts
Want to execute Structured Test
Cycles through Topcoder, but
lacking test cases or scripts? Real
World Testing cycles can also be
used to develop ready-to-execute
test cases and scripts. Test cases
and scripts are developed to
your exact specifications and the
technologies with which your
application is built.

Unstructured
Test Cycles
With unstructured test cycles,
QA engineers perform their own
functional tests without the
guidance of test cases or test
scripts, experiencing and testing
the application as end-users with
no prior knowledge. You receive
insights into user behavior as well
as a comprehensive list of issues
identified during the test cycle.
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How it Works

Invite Team Members

Get Expert Assistance

Track Your Progress

Point your browser to
Topcoder Connect,
choose Real World
Testing from the project
menu, and follow the
prompts to enter your
project requirements.

Add team members
at any step along the
way to help flesh out
your functional testing
requirements, monitor
progress, or review final
deliverables.

Each project is managed
end-to-end by a copilot,
a dedicated project
manager who handles
all crowdsourcing
logistics and guides
you to success.

Notifications and a
project dashboard in
Connect keep you up to
speed on milestones,
such as when test cases
have been created or
completed.

TEST CYCLE BEGINS

WORK COMPLETED

SUBMISSIONS REVIEWED

DAY 1

DAY 2-4

DAY 5

RECEIVE
DELIERABLES

SUBMIT
PROJECT

Create a Project

Advantages of Using Topcoder
Quickly complete test cycles in any environment or locale. Topcoder gives you on-demand access
to a virtually limitless network of industry-leading QA engineers.
More QA Engineers
on Your Project

Start Work in
Hours, Not Days

Guaranteed
QA Results

Proven Platform
and Methodology

With Topcoder, you get a
team of QA engineers for
the price of a freelancer,
and we deliver unrivaled
flexibility in environment,
localization, and language

Topcoder is home to
thousands of developers
and QA engineers ready to
start work on your project
today—from real world
testing to mobility testing

Most people will tell
you that time is money.
But with Topcoder, only
results are money. You
only pay for outcomes,
not hours, and Topcoder

Topcoder makes it easy
to track your project
status and timeline,
and a dedicated project
manager called a copilot
is with you every step of

support.

to bug fixes.

stands behind the work.

the way.
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